Ferrartis Solutions
from Unipart Rail

It’s not rocket science, it’s space engineering

Space Saving / Utilisation

Safety Improvements

Environmental and
Logistics Savings

Rapid Payback

Asset Protection

Ferrartis solutions provide tangible operational, logistical and financial
savings for the storage and transportation of components for the rail and
associated industries. Examples of savings made for clients include:

50%
TRANSPORTATION
COST REDUCTION

20%

50%

100%

REDUCTION IN
PROCESSING TIME

SAVING OF
STORAGE SPACE

SECURITY OF
SHIPMENT

Reduction of storage and transit space,
environmental impact and costs
Increased asset safety and protection
Optimisation of the end to end journey
with short term pay-backs
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Localised manufacture option to reduce
transit costs

What are your storage and
transit issues that need a new
approach to solve?
Unipart Rail have teamed up with specialist design engineers
Ferrartis to provide a unique combination of resources to identify
and build holistic solutions for storage and transit requirements
that will save costs, space and environmental impact.
The Ferrartis team have decades of experience in
the rail sector and have created bespoke solutions
for track, depot and stations installations across the
country. Together with the in-depth knowledge
of Unipart Rail, the two companies can provide a
comprehensive design-based approach to tackle
storage, lifting, transportation and operational issues
that require simple but effective solutions.
Since Ferrartis Engineering Services was established
in 2009, the company has greatly expanded their
capabilities to include high-quality bespoke fabrication,
design and project management services that are
tailored to meet the needs of the clients.

Storage and logistics solutions have been recently
provided by Ferrartis to Alstom, Bombardier, Hitachi
and Siemens for wheel sets and bogies.
With an agile project team, ideas can be created,
developed and prototyped in a few weeks with
the final solution being available for manufacture in
significantly reduced timescales compared to traditional
engineering development processes.
All products are fully engineered and tested to the
highest performance standards that are required by the
rail industry. Many products have extended warranties
to verify their longevity and fitness for purpose.

CASE STUDY

Ultima - BCR
Transportation Stillage provides security
and increased haulage capacity
The Challenge

The Solution

The transportation of train seats from the supplier
in Spain to the UK required a more secure means of
transport to prevent the items being vandalised or
damaged in transit as well to increase the number of units
that could be shipped in a haulage vehicle. Discussions
with the client also identified that there were issues with
excessive packaging materials which were expensive to
dispose of, the significant time that was spent to remove
the seats from the transport and packaging; and the
excessive handling cycle from delivery to site to delivery
to the lineside of the train manufacturing site.

Taking a holistic approach to overcome the issues identified, Ferrartis
developed a secure, cost effective and reusable transportation stillage
that addressed the operational problems and provided a unit that
was designed and pro-typed in a few weeks from the initial meeting
with the client.
The transport stillage incorporates the following features:
- Design interchangeability for a range of seats and can be adapted
for other components
- A collapsible frame so the stillage can be returned to Spain for the
next consignment at an economical transportation rate
- The stillages are stackable to halve the original transport costs, that
self finances the cost of the new transportation frames
- Inclusion of quick release clamping system to significantly reduce
loading and unloading times

Space Saving
/ Utilisation

Safety
Improvements

Cost
Reductions

Environmental
Savings

Asset
Protection

The Result
The combination of the unique design solution has created a totally
vandal-resistant method of protection for the train seats and at the
same time maximised the utilisation of the transport space to cut the
freight costs by 50% .

In addition, there has been the elimination of the
use of new packaging materials and subsequent disposal costs as the
original seat dust covers are returned to the manufacturer with the
stillage unit for re-use.

To help the processing of the delivery in the UK by the train builder
the transport stillage allows for quick inspection made possible on
the unit which significantly reduces the handling cycle time and the
unique Ferrartis designed quick clamping system facilitates fast loading
and unloading of seat units in the factory. The transport units have
also provided a significant improvement in floor space management in
the factory and the flat pack bolt together kit enables the units to be
easily transported for export based projects.

50%
TRANSPORTATION
COST REDUCTION

20%

50%

100%

REDUCTION IN
PROCESSING TIME

SAVING OF
STORAGE SPACE

SECURITY OF
SHIPMENT
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CASE STUDY

Titan 9
Bogie Stacking System allows for wheel
rotation in situ
The Challenge

The Solution

The conventional method of stacking train bogies is to
have each bogie positioned on top of another bogie. The
challenge was to design and manufacture a bogie stacking
system in which the bogies sat independently of each
other and where the wheels could be revolved in situ to
satisfy new rail industry standards. If the wheels cannot
be regularly turned this could lead to brinelling of the
bearings, ultimate failure and expensive replacement.

Ferrartis developed the base frame and intermediate levels to create
a dynamic stacking system which is 3 units high to provide storage
capacity for a total of 27 tons. The spacing of the bogies enables
each bogie to sit independently in its own module, eliminating bogie
on bogie stacks and allowing the wheels to be mounted on custom
made Ferralon 2TX rollers so that the wheel can be rotated at
regular intervals during the storage period.

Space Saving
/ Utilisation

Safety
Improvements

The design of the stacking frame is adaptable to a range of wheelbase
dimensions and can be adapted to be used by different bogie
manufacturers and maintenance organisations.

Cost
Reductions

Environmental
Savings

Asset
Protection

The Result
The use of the Bogie Stacking Frame has tripled the footprint
capacity of the storage area providing a significant reduction in
warehousing costs.

The design of the Bogie Stacking Frame is flat pack
which can be bolted together to enable the units to be easily
transported for export based projects.

The need to decant the bogies for periodic wheel rotation has
also been eliminated and is performed in situ by hand on the
power bogies to maintain the functional integrity of the unit.
The ability to rotate the wheel without moving the bogie provides
large labour saving benefits both in time and the need to use
additional lifting equipment.

75%

66%

66%

REDUCTION IN
LABOUR TIME

REDUCTION IN
STORAGE COSTS

SAVING OF
STORAGE SPACE
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CASE STUDY

Midas 4T
Dynamic Wheelset Carrier Systems
to enable wheel rotation in storage
The Challenge

The storage of wheelsets has traditionally been on
racking that does not allow for the easy inspection
and rotation of the wheels. Increasingly train builders
and maintainers need to rotate the wheels to prevent
the potential risk of brinelling * of the bearings in
storage. A wheelset stacking unit to enable wheel
rotation whilst in storage requires a different
solution to the traditional designs that had been used
for many years.

The Solution

The approach that the Ferrartis design engineers took was to replace
the existing static polypropylene faced chocks with industrial cast
iron castors and inclined them to suit the wheelset running profile.
This design proved that the concept worked but there were further
engineering improvements that were also possible.
Ferrartis designed a custom made roller and after CNC prototypes
were made and proved, a mould was commissioned for the mass
production of the rollers. Installation of deep groove ball bearings
into the CNC machined moulded rollers was a further design
enhancement.

* Brinelling is a process of wear in which similar marks are pressed into the surface of a moving part, such as bearings or hydraulic pistons. The brinelling is usually
undesirable, as the parts often mate with other parts in very close proximity. The very small indentations can quickly lead to improper operation, like chattering or
excess vibration, which in turn can accelerate other forms of wear, such as spalling and galling.

Space Saving
/ Utilisation

Safety
Improvements

Cost
Reductions

Environmental
Savings

Asset
Protection

The Result
The very strong wheelset storage unit with Ferrartis custom made
rollers enables one person to rotate the wheels, even on powered
wheelsets. The unit is maintenance free as the bearings are sealed
for life and when used in combination with Ferralon 2TX rollers, the
wheels can be rotated very easily. The frame design can be made in
a range of dimensions to suit the different manufacture’s wheelset
configurations.

There are significant labour savings due to
eliminating the need to remove the wheelset from storage to
periodically rotate the wheels which would involve the use of
additional lifting equipment.
The construction of the frame allows for wheelsets to be stacked
4 high when loaded which enables the storage area to be used much
more effectively.

70%

100%

70%

SAVING OF
STORAGE SPACE

REDUCTION IN
FRAME MAINTENANCE

REDUCTION IN
STORAGE COSTS

Before
approx 4,277 Sq Ft used

After
approx 1,248 Sq Ft used
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CASE STUDY

Traction Motor Stillage
with extra loom protection
The Challenge

The Solution

Ferrartis were asked to design a traction motor cradle
that enabled a minimum of 3 units to be stacked and
where the frame provided protection to the motor,
particularly the loom area, during transport and storage.
The unit also needed to allow access from 2 directions to
enable the frames to be lifted by a fork lift in the storage
facility.

The solution designed was a compact and secure platform for
traction motors that provided an easy load and unload operation
but also saved storage space. The loom area was protected by a
metal bar positioned on the frame and for added security in transit,
the frame incorporates lashing loops to fix the unit to the bed of
the trailer.

Space Saving
/ Utilisation

Safety
Improvements

Cost
Reductions

Environmental
Savings

Asset
Protection

The Result
The final design of traction motor cradle is compact and very strong
that provides full protection of the motor and can be fully secured to
virtually eliminate the risk of damage during transit. As a result, the
original wooden pallet that the motor is normally transported on and
the metal strapping are eliminated.

The frame can accommodate a 4 high stack of
motors to increase the amount of units that can be stored.

75%

99%

75%

SAVING OF
STORAGE SPACE

REDUCTION IN
TRANSIT DAMAGE RISK

REDUCTION IN
STORAGE COSTS
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CASE STUDY

Falcon 2 (SL or WH)
Rail Lifting Hoist provides improved
performance and greater safety
The Challenge

The Solution

Ferrartis were asked to improve the design and
performance of an existing winch which was used on
the front of a track maintenance vehicle to lift rails.
The original unit was becoming unfit for purpose due
to the obsolescence of spare parts, its rough treatment
on site and potential dangers in operation caused by
the instability of the machine and inherent twisting and
jamming of the chain.

The design created by Ferrartis was based on a bespoke casing with
a cranking handle. This unit addressed the instability issue of the
original model which was cured by a lateral lockable sliding platform
that also eliminated the need for steel rollers. The winch is designed
to remain on the track maintenance vehicle which eliminates damage
caused by constant removal and re-fitting of the unit.

Sliding hoist version

Space Saving
/ Utilisation

Safety
Improvements

Cost
Reductions

Environmental
Savings

Asset
Protection

The Result
The durable and robust unit has been highly acclaimed by users in
field trials and has undergone rigorous testing to show that the chain
will break at 10.3 Tons which is more than ten times the weight of a
track rail.

The Rail Hoist has been designed to fit onto a
sliding rail on the front of a vehicle or a wheeled
version for use in a workshop environment.

The winch also has a positive switch for up and down modes to
increase the safety and reliability of the unit.

100%
IMPROVEMENT
IN STABILITY OF
MOUNTING

10X
INCREASE IN
LIFTING CAPACITY
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CASE STUDY

Brake Disc Carrier provides
protection and 1 ton weight capacity
The Challenge

The Solution

Ferrartis were approached by a client to design and supply
a quantity of brake disc carriers which would be able
to accommodate 10 discs. The issues the client had to
resolve were a shortage of storage space, the discs needed
to be protected better during transport and they needed
to be easy to remove from the carrier when required.

A heavy duty carrier was designed and produced that enabled
10 discs to be stored vertically that saved a significant amount of
warehouse floor space. The carrier can accommodate three different
diameters and widths of brake discs making one unit very versatile for
a range of brake discs.

Space Saving
/ Utilisation

Safety
Improvements

With a capacity of 1 tonne, the carrier provides total protection of
the discs during transit and storage including the elimination of any
metal to metal contact by the use of polypropylene pads in between
each disc.

Cost
Reductions

Environmental
Savings

Asset
Protection

The Result
The very strong carrier frame fully satisfied the original design brief
by increasing the storage capacity available with a vertical storage
position and being able to stack 4 units on top of each other; the
brake discs are protected by the frame and from each other during
transport and the discs can be removed easily by slinging from the
carrier as and when required.

1 TON
WEIGHT
STORAGE CAPACITY

75%
SAVING OF
STORAGE SPACE

100%
IMPROVEMENT
IN PRODUCT
PROTECTION
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CASE STUDY

Samson 9T
Generator Frame to give triple
stacking capacity stacking capability
The Challenge

The Solution

Ferrartis were asked to develop a stacking and storage
system for a number of 7 ton electrical generator units.
The initial investigation of the current storage method
used by the client identified that the crated units were
stacked on top of one another with instances of the lids
collapsing that could lead to potential damage to the
generator and a handling risk when the units need to be
moved.

The solution created by Ferrartis was to design a frame construction
that had been used on other storage solutions such as the bogie
stacking system but modified for the generators. The principle
change was the inversion of the frame to allow better access to load
and unload the generator.

Space Saving
/ Utilisation

Safety
Improvements

Cost
Reductions

Environmental
Savings

Asset
Protection

The Result
The testing of the prototype and subsequent use of the frame
proved to be a safe and secure method for 3 units to be stacked on
each other without the risk of damage to the storage case and the
generator.

9 TON
WEIGHT
STORAGE CAPACITY

The ability to stack 2 units in safety has doubled
the utilisation of the storage space with a halving of warehousing
costs. The base unit can bolt to floor if required to provide additional
security as the total storage weight is 9 tons.

66%
SAVING OF
STORAGE SPACE

66%
REDUCTION IN
WAREHOUSE COSTS
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CASE STUDY

Axle Storage to enable space saving
and high visibility of parts
The Challenge

The Solution

Ferrartis were asked by a client to design and manufacture
a free standing storage unit to accommodate 8 train axles
that needed to retain its stability when unevenly loaded.
Further requirements were that the frame should offer
protection to the axle at the contact points, provide ease
of access to remove each axle individually and increase the
storage capacity of the warehouse facility.

The design of the storage unit was based around a robust “A” frame
construction that incorporated polypropylene protection pads on
each arm where the axle would be located. The frame can be made
is different sizes to suit the client’s needs so that a range of axles to
be stored using the same frame design concept.

Space Saving
/ Utilisation

Safety
Improvements

Cost
Reductions

Environmental
Savings

Asset
Protection

The Result
The elimination of traditional pallets for the storage of only 2 axles
to the use of the “A” frames that hold 8 axles increased the storage
capacity by 4 times. In addition, the visual management of the stock
was significantly improved and the picking of an axle for use in
manufacture was faster and simpler.

75%
SAVING OF
STORAGE SPACE

75%
REDUCTION IN
WAREHOUSE COSTS

30%
REDUCTION IN
LABOUR TIME TO PICK
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CASE STUDY

Axle Storage - 2 and 4 set
with end full protection
The Challenge

The Solution

The design and manufacturing challenge was to create
train axle storage units that could accommodate 2 or 4
axle sets that offered full protection of the axle and was
also stackable 5 high. Conventionally train axles are stored
on wooden pallets, 2 to each pallet, so a new stacking
method and frame construction was required to meet the
client’s requirements.

A very strong frame construction was used for both types of
axle sets that incorporates a “C” shaped bar at each end of the
frame. This bar is painted yellow to highlight the added protection
provided to the protruding axle area. The frames are also fitted with
polypropylene pads on the axle contact points to further protect the
product.

Space Saving
/ Utilisation

Safety
Improvements

The storage unit has a 10 year warranty and can be used for holding
the axles during the pre and post-machining stages of manufacture as
well as storage of the finished product.

Cost
Reductions

Environmental
Savings

Asset
Protection

The Result
The separate space saving storage units for 2 or 4 part axles can be
stacked 5 high, so the original footprint space utilisation increased
from 2 to 10 axles stored in the same area. The protection to the
end section of the axle increased significantly and the versatility of
the frame means that they can be used both in manufacturing and
warehouse locations.

80%
SAVING OF
STORAGE SPACE

80%
REDUCTION IN
WAREHOUSE COSTS

100%
IMPROVEMENT
IN PROTECTION
PROVIDED
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CASE STUDY

HVAC Carrier for Cab and Saloon models
with extra strength and space saving
The Challenge

The Solution

The design challenge for Ferrartis was to improve the
structural integrity of an existing storage frame for train
air conditioning units and to be able to stack the frames 5
units high. Due to the difference in size of the conditioning
units for a train cab and a saloon carriage, two sizes of
frames would be required.

The design solution that was decided on by Ferrartis was to increase
the material wall thickness of the frame to provide extra strength for
the unit and to allow each frame to be stacked up to 5 high. To aid
the handling of the conditioning units by fork lift full width tubes were
added to ensure safe lifting and further increased the strength of the
frame.

Space Saving
/ Utilisation

Safety
Improvements

Cost
Reductions

Environmental
Savings

Asset
Protection

The Result
The resulting frame was of a much stronger construction than the
original, can be lifted more easily and safely by a fork lift and the
stack of five high frames has no deflection when loaded with the air
conditioning units.

80%
SAVING OF
STORAGE SPACE

The modified frames saved significant amount of
space in the manufacturing and warehouse facilities and
provided additional protection to the product during transit.

80%
REDUCTION IN
WAREHOUSE COSTS

100%
IMPROVEMENT
IN PROTECTION
PROVIDED
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What are your storage and
transit issues that need a new
approach to solve?
Unipart Rail have teamed up with specialist design engineers
Ferrartis to provide a unique combination of resources to identify
and build holistic solutions for storage and transit requirements
that will save costs, space and environmental impact.
The Ferrartis team have decades of experience in
the rail sector and have created bespoke solutions
for track, depot and stations installations across the
country. Together with the in-depth knowledge
of Unipart Rail, the two companies can provide a
comprehensive design-based approach to tackle
storage, lifting, transportation and operational issues
that require simple but effective solutions.
Since Ferrartis Engineering Services was established
in 2009, the company has greatly expanded their
capabilities to include high-quality bespoke fabrication,
design and project management services that are
tailored to meet the needs of the clients.

Storage and logistics solutions have been recently
provided by Ferrartis to Alstom, Bombardier, Hitachi
and Siemens for wheel sets and bogies.
With an agile project team, ideas can be created,
developed and prototyped in a few weeks with
the final solution being available for manufacture in
significantly reduced timescales compared to traditional
engineering development processes.
All products are fully engineered and tested to the
highest performance standards that are required by the
rail industry. Many products have extended warranties
to verify their longevity and fitness for purpose.

Ferrartis Solutions
from Unipart Rail

It’s not rocket science, it’s space engineering

Space Saving / Utilisation

Safety Improvements

Environmental and
Logistics Savings

Rapid Payback

Asset Protection

Ferrartis solutions provide tangible operational, logistical and financial
savings for the storage and transportation of components for the rail and
associated industries. Examples of savings made for clients include:

50%
TRANSPORTATION
COST REDUCTION

20%

50%

100%

REDUCTION IN
PROCESSING TIME

SAVING OF
STORAGE SPACE

SECURITY OF
SHIPMENT

Reduction of storage and transit space,
environmental impact and costs
Increased asset safety and protection
Optimisation of the end to end journey
with short term pay-backs
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Localised manufacture option to reduce
transit costs

